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April 23, 2021 
 
To: Senate Committee on Energy and Environment 
 Senator Lee Beyer, Chair 
 
Re:  HB 2475 A – Energy Affordability – Support; HB 2475 A – Oppose -A11 amendment 
 
The League of Women Voters of Oregon supports efforts to secure equal rights and equal opportunity for 
all and promote social and economic justice and the health and safety of all Americans. In particular, we 
support programs that help low income and at-risk people move toward financial stability. 
 
We strongly support HB 2475 A because it would (1) make residential energy bills more affordable for 
the Oregonians who most need relief, and (2) bring the voices of under-represented consumers from 
across the state into the decision-making process for investor-owned utilities. We appreciate that the 
common-sense ideas in HB 2475 A come from community advocates with support from the Public Utility 
Commission (PUC) staff, utilities, and traditional regulatory stakeholders. We encourage the PUC to 
ensure that community advocates are actively involved in the rulemaking process for implementing the 
bill. 
 
Even before the pandemic struck, many Oregonians bore a very high energy burden (the percentage of 
household income spent on energy). The pandemic has worsened energy burdens as people spend more 
time in their homes, often because they have lost their jobs. Because these Oregonians are spending an 
even higher share of their resources on energy, they face even tougher budget choices and have even less 
money to spend at local businesses. 
 
In order to decrease the amount spent on energy, burdened households may have detrimental health 
impacts associated with keeping homes at lower heating temperatures or other scrimping measures which 
weaken respiratory health — a danger during a respiratory pandemic. In addition, energy-burdened 
households do not buy new appliances as frequently and are therefore not as able to decrease the amount 
spent on energy by taking advantage of the efficiencies in newer models. 
 
We strongly object to Amendment-A11. Were it to pass, not only would new intervenors be hamstrung 
from recovering costs associated with intervening in the full range of regulatory proceedings, so too 
would the Oregon Citizens’ Utility Board (CUB) and other representatives of broad customer interests, 
including those advocating on behalf of industrial and small commercial interests.  
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